
APPENDICES (FOR ONLINE PUBLICATION ONLY)

F Experimental Instructions
This paper involved four main study waves. Section F.1 presents the full instructions for the Baseline and

Strategic Incentives treatments of the Worker Study, and the Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study. Section
F.2 presents the full instructions for the Baseline; Attention; Calculation; Baseline, Unknown Gender ; Attention,
Unknown Gender ; and Calculation, Unknown Gender treatments of the Evaluator Study. Section F.3 presents
the full instructions for the Baseline; Strategic Incentives; Joint Evaluation; and Joint Evaluation, Strategic In-
centives treatments of the Evaluator (Extended) study. Section F.4 presents the full instructions for the Evaluator
(Alternative Questions) Study. Section F.5 presents the full instructions for the Evaluator (Additional Demograph-
ics) and Evaluator (Known Performance) studies. Section F.6 presents the full instructions for the Evaluator
(Professional Evaluators) Study.

F.1 Full Instructions for Worker Studies
F.1.1 Instructions for Baseline treatment of Worker Study

In the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study, after consenting to participate in the study, each participant
is informed of the $3 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figure F.1.1 shows
the overview participants are given and the corresponding comprehension question they must answer correctly in
order to proceed. Then, participants proceed to Part 1, which involves a 10-item Math and Science Test. Figure
F.1.2 shows the Part 1 instructions for and the corresponding comprehension question they must answer correctly
in order to proceed.

After completing the Math and Science Test, participants are asked two questions about what would char-
acterize poor performance and poor math and science skills (Classifier Question 1 and Classifier Question 2), as
shown in Figure F.1.3.

Participants then proceed to the Part 2 instructions, which are related to predicting their own performance on
the test via a series of self-evaluation questions. Figure F.1.4 shows the Part 2 instructions and the corresponding
comprehension questions that participants need to answer correctly in order to proceed. To complete Part 2,
participants then answer 17 self-evaluation questions (see Appendix Table A1 for corresponding labels of these
self-evaluation questions). Specifically, participants estimate the number of questions they got right (Figure
F.1.5), whether they got more than three, five, or seven questions correct (Figures F.1.6-F.1.8, respectively),
whether the evaluators would describe their performance as poor or as indicative of poor math and science skills
(Figures F.1.12 and F.1.13, respectively), whether their performance would be in the top half of participants’
scores (Figure F.1.9), whether their performance was in the top half of men’s scores (Figure F.1.11), and whether
their performance was in the top half of women’s scores (Figure F.1.10). The self-evaluation questions in Part 2
are presented in a randomized order.

After completing Part 2, participants complete a short follow-up survey that collects additional control and
demographic information.
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Figure F.1.1: Study Overview, the Baseline treatment of Worker Study
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Figure F.1.2: Part 1 Instructions, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.3: Classifier Questions, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.4: Part 2 Instructions, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.5: Self-Evaluation Question 0, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study

Figure F.1.6: Self-Evaluation Questions 1B and 1C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.7: Self-Evaluation Questions 2B and 2C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study

Figure F.1.8: Self-Evaluation Questions 3B and 3C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.9: Self-Evaluation Questions 4B and 4C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.10: Self-Evaluation Questions 5B and 5C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.11: Self-Evaluation Questions 6B and 6C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.12: Self-Evaluation Questions 7B and 7C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.13: Self-Evaluation Questions 8B and 8C, the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
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F.1.2 Instructions for Strategic Incentives treatment of the Worker Study

Relative to the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study, all that differs in the Strategic Incentives treatment
of the Worker Study is the Part 2 instructions. In this condition, rather than being incentivized to answer self-
evaluation questions accurately, workers are informed that one of their answers may be shown to their employer
who will determine how much they earn if Part 2 is randomly selected as the part-that-counts. Figures F.1.14
and F.1.15 show the Part2 instructions and the corresponding comprehension questions that participants need to
answer correctly in order to proceed.
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Figure F.1.14: Part 2 Instructions, the Strategic Incentives treatment of the Worker Study
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Figure F.1.15: Part 2 Instructions cont., the Strategic Incentives treatment of the Worker Study
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F.1.3 Instructions for Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study

The Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study follows the design of the Baseline treatment of the Worker Study
with a few exceptions. Rather than surveying Prolific participants, this study surveys undergraduate students of
a university. In addition, this study involves higher stakes and slightly fewer self-evaluation questions.

After consenting to participate in the study, each participant is informed of the $10 study completion fee and
of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figure F.1.16 shows the overview participants are given and the
corresponding comprehension question they must answer correctly in order to proceed. Participants then proceed
to Part 1. Figure F.1.17 shows the Part 1 instructions and the corresponding comprehension question they must
answer correctly in order to proceed. After completing Part 1, participants are asked two questions about what
would characterize poor test performance and poor Math and Science skills (Classifier Question 1 and Classifier
Question 2), as shown in Figure F.1.3 of the Worker Study.

Participants then proceed to the Part 2 instructions. Figure F.1.18 shows the Part 2 instructions and the cor-
responding comprehension questions that participants need to answer correctly in order to proceed. To complete
Part 2, participants then answer 13 self-evaluation questions (see Appendix Table A1 for corresponding labels of
these self-evaluation questions). For the 7 self-evaluation questions that are the same as in the Worker Study,
we reference those previous figures. For the 6 self-evaluation questions that are slightly different in the Worker
Study (Undergraduate Students) Study, we show new figures below. Specifically, in their self-evaluation questions,
participants estimate the number of questions they got right (Figure F.1.5 of the Worker Study), whether they got
more than three, five, seven, or nine questions correct (Figures F.1.6-F.1.8 of the Worker Study and new Figure
F.1.19), and whether the evaluators would describe their performance as poor or as indicative of poor math and
science skills (new Figure F.1.20 shows the instructions and comprehension question for these two questions and
new Figures F.1.21 and F.1.22 show these questions). The decision screens for the self-evaluation questions in
Part 2 are presented in a randomized order (with the constrain that the decision screens shown in Figures F.1.21
and F.1.22 always come immediately before/after each other).

After completing Part 2, participants complete a short follow-up survey that collects additional control and
demographic information.
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Figure F.1.16: Study Overview, Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study
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Figure F.1.17: Part 1 Instructions, Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study
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Figure F.1.18: Part 2 Instructions, Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study
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Figure F.1.19: Self-Evaluation Questions New-1B and New-1C, Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study
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Figure F.1.20: Self-Evaluation Questions New-2B, 2C, 3B and C Instructions, Worker (Undergraduate Students)
Study
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Figure F.1.21: Self-Evaluation Questions New-2B and 2C, Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study

Figure F.1.22: Self-Evaluation Questions New-3B and 3C, Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study
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F.2 Full Instructions for Evaluator Study

All participants in this study are randomized to be asked about male or female workers (or "group-1" or
"group-2" workers in some conditions) and to be in one of six treatments described below.

F.2.1 Instructions for the Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator Study

In the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study, after consenting to participate in the study, each participant
is informed of the $2 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figures F.2.1,
F.2.2, and F.2.3 show the overview participants who are randomized to evaluate female workers are given and
the corresponding comprehension questions they must answer correctly in order to proceed. Then, participants
provide their prior beliefs (see Figure F.2.4), are provided with information on female workers’ self-evaluations
and asked to provide their posterior beliefs (see Figure F.2.5), and are asked to provide their overconfidence and
underconfidence beliefs (see Figure F.2.6).

For participants who are randomized to be asked about male workers, participants are instead asked about
men, which results in “female” being replaced by “male” everywhere. In addition, they are provided with informa-
tion on male workers’ self-evaluations rather than female workers’ self-evaluations when they are asked to provide
their posterior beliefs (see Figure F.2.7).

Finally, all participants take a short survey of five randomized bonus questions, as shown in Figures F.2.11-
F.2.16, and a follow-up survey that collects additional control and demographic information.

F.2.2 Instructions for the Attention Treatment of the Evaluator Study

The Attention Treatment of the Evaluator Study differs from the Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator Study
only in the order of the predictions made by the participant. Rather than being asked the prior belief, posterior
belief, and over/underconfidence beliefs in that order, participants in the Attention treatment are first asked
about their prior beliefs, then about the over/underconfidence beliefs, and finally about their posterior beliefs.

F.2.3 Instructions for the Calculation Treatment of the Evaluator Study

The Calculation Treatment of the Evaluator Study differs from the Attention Treatment of the Evaluator Study
only in the posterior question’s content. Rather than only asking the participant about their posterior belief, the
question includes information about Bayes’ Rule and provides the participant with their updated estimate based
on Bayes’ Rule and their previous predictions. Figure F.2.8 shows this modified posterior belief question for the
Calculation Treatment of the Evaluator Study for an evaluator who was randomized to evaluate female workers.

F.2.4 Instructions for the Baseline, Unknown Gender Treatment of the Evaluator Study

The Baseline, Unknown Gender differs from the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study only in that
participants are not told the gender of their worker, but rather whether their worker is from "group 1" or "group
2." All questions are the same as those in the Baseline treatment, except "group-1 workers" and "group-2 workers"
replace "male workers" and "female workers," respectively. As an example, Figures F.2.1, F.2.9, and F.2.10 show
the instructions for participants who have group-2 workers and the corresponding comprehension questions they
must answer correctly in order to proceed.

F.2.5 Instructions for the Attention, Unknown Gender Treatment of the Evaluator Study

The Attention, Unknown Gender differs from the Attention treatment of the Evaluator Study in the same
way that the Baseline, Unknown Gender differs from the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study.

F.2.6 Instructions for the Calculation, Unknown Gender Treatment of the Evaluator Study

The Calculation, Unknown Gender differs from the Calculation treatment of the Evaluator Study in the same
way that the Baseline, Unknown Gender differs from the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study.
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Figure F.2.1: Study Overview, Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.2: Instructions about Female Workers., Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.3: Comprehension Questions about Female Workers, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.4: Prior Belief about Female Workers, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study

Figure F.2.5: Posterior Belief about Female Workers, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.6: Over/Underconfidence Beliefs about Female Workers, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.7: Posterior Belief about Male Workers, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.8: Posterior Belief about Female Workers, the Calculation treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.9: Instructions about Group-2 Workers, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.10: Comprehension Questions about Group-2 Workers, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.11: Bonus Questions Instructions, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study

Figure F.2.12: Bonus Question 1: Bayesian Updating, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.13: Bonus Question 2: CRT1, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study

Figure F.2.14: Bonus Question 3: CRT2, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study

Figure F.2.15: Bonus Question 4: CRT3, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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Figure F.2.16: Bonus Question 5: Base Rate Neglect, the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
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F.3 Full Instructions for Evaluator (Extended) Study

All participants in this study are randomized to be asked about male or female workers and to be in one of
four treatments described below.

F.3.1 Instructions for Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study

In the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study, after consenting to participate in the study,
each participant is informed of the $3 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional payment.
Figures F.3.1 and F.3.2 show the overview participants who are randomized to evaluate female workers are
given and the corresponding comprehension questions they must answer correctly in order to proceed. Then,
participants provide their prior beliefs (see Figure F.3.3), are asked to make 20 predictions about specific workers
after learning each worker’s self-evaluation (Figure F.3.4), are provided with additional instructions that explain
they will be given the average prediction made by all female workers and asked to provide their posterior belief
(Figures F.3.5 and F.3.6), and are asked to provide their overconfidence and underconfidence beliefs (see Figures
F.3.7 and F.3.8).

For evaluators who are instead asked to evaluate male workers in the Evaluator (Extended) Study, “female” is
replaced by “male” everywhere. In addition, they are provided with information on male workers’ self-evaluations
rather than female workers’ self-evaluations when they are asked to provide their posterior beliefs (see Figure
F.3.9).

Finally, all participants complete a follow-up survey that collects additional control and demographic infor-
mation.

F.3.2 Instructions for Joint Evaluations Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study

For the Evaluator (Extended) Study, the Joint Evaluations treatment differs from the Baseline treatment
because, rather than being asked to make a prediction about a male or female worker on each decision screen,
evaluators are asked to make a “prediction set" about both a male worker and a female worker on each decision
screen.

This change is straightforward on the decision screens that elicit their prior beliefs, overconfidence and under-
confidence beliefs, and posterior beliefs. See Figure F.3.10 for their posterior belief question.

This change is more complicated on the decision screens that elicit their beliefs about specific workers. Specif-
ically, rather than seeing 20 specific workers on their own decision screen, evaluators see one male worker and one
female worker on the same screen and report their prediction for these workers simultaneously, and repeat this
process ten times for a total of 20 workers. This results in 10 prediction sets. To create the pair of workers in
each the prediction set, we create a list with two columns. The first column listed all female workers in an order
according to (i) the number of question they got right on the test, and then (ii) their reported percent chance of
having a poor performance. The second column listed all male workers according to the same order. Each row
on the list then constituted one pair of workers from which we would randomly select. Since we recruited four
more male workers than female workers, four female workers appear on this list twice.

F.3.3 Instructions for the Strategic Incentives Treatment and the Strategic Incentives Treatment
of the Evaluator (Extended) Study

For the Evaluator (Extended) Study, the Strategic Incentives treatment differs from the Baseline treatment
only in that, rather than being asked about workers who are incentivized to provide accurate self-evaluations, they
are asked about workers who face strategic incentives because know they know that their answers will be shown to
their employer. This change also implies that evaluators in the Strategic Incentives treatment are provided with
correspondingly different information on workers’ self-evaluations than evaluators in the Baseline treatment. See
Figure F.3.12 for the posterior belief question when evaluators are asked about female workers, and see Figure
F.3.13 for the posterior belief question when evaluators are asked about male workers.

F.3.4 Instructions for the Strategic Incentives, Joint Evaluations Treatment of the Evaluator
(Extended) Study

For the Evaluator (Extended) Study, the Strategic Incentives, Joint Evaluations treatment differs from the
Joint Evaluations treatment in the same way as the Strategic Incentives treatment differs from the Baseline
treatment. See Figure F.3.14 for the posterior belief question when evaluators are asked about female worker
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Figure F.3.1: Study Overview, Evaluator (Extended) Study
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Figure F.3.2: Instructions about Female Workers, Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study
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Figure F.3.3: Prior Belief about Female Workers, Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study

Figure F.3.4: Example of Worker-Specific Posterior Belief about Female Workers, Baseline Treatment of the
Evaluator (Extended) Study
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Figure F.3.5: Additional Instructions about Posterior Belief about Female Workers, Baseline Treatment of the
Evaluator (Extended) Study

Figure F.3.6: Posterior Belief about Female Workers, Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study

Figure F.3.7: Over/Underconfidence Belief Instructions about Female Workers, Baseline Treatment of the Eval-
uator (Extended) Study
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Figure F.3.8: Over/Underconfidence Belief about Female Workers, Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator (Ex-
tended) Study
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Figure F.3.9: Posterior Belief about Male Workers, Baseline Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study
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Figure F.3.10: Posterior Belief about Female Workers, Joint Evaluations Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended)
Study
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Figure F.3.11: Study Overview, Strategic Incentives Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended) Study
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Figure F.3.12: Posterior Belief About Female Workers, Strategic Incentives Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended)
Study

Figure F.3.13: Posterior Belief About Male Workers, Strategic Incentives Treatment of the Evaluator (Extended)
Study
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Figure F.3.14: Posterior Belief about Male Workers, Strategic Incentives, Joint Evaluations Treatment of the
Evaluator (Extended) Study
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F.4 Full Instructions for Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

In the Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study, all participants in this study are randomized to be asked
about male or female workers.

After consenting to participate in the study, each participant is informed of the $3 study completion fee
and of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figures F.4.1-F.4.3 show the overview participants who are
randomized to evaluate female workers are given and the corresponding comprehension questions they must
answer correctly in order to proceed.

Then, participants are provided with additional instructions about their prior beliefs (Figure F.4.4), are asked
to provide their prior beliefs relating to six different outcomes that are presented in a random order (Figures
F.4.5-F.4.10), are provided with additional instructions about their posterior beliefs (Figure F.4.11), are asked
to provide their posterior beliefs relating to six different outcomes that are presented in a random order (Figure
F.4.12-F.4.17), are provided with additional instructions about their overconfidence and underconfidence beliefs
(Figure F.4.18), and are asked to provide their overconfidence and underconfidence beliefs relating to six different
outcomes that are presented in a random order (Figure F.4.19-F.4.24).

For evaluators who are instead asked to evaluate male workers in the Evaluator (Extended) Study, “female” is
replaced by “male” everywhere. In addition, they are provided with information on male workers’ self-evaluations
rather than female workers’ self-evaluations when they are asked to provide their posterior beliefs (see Figures
F.4.25-F.4.30).

Finally, all participants complete a follow-up survey that collects additional control and demographic infor-
mation.
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Figure F.4.1: Study Overview, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.2: Instructions about Female Worker, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.3: Comprehension Questions about Female Worker, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.4: Prior Belief Instructions about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.5: Prior Belief (3+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.6: Prior Belief (5+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.7: Prior Belief (7+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.8: Prior Belief (poor-2) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.9: Prior Belief (main self-evaluation) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.10: Prior Belief (top-half) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.11: Posterior Belief Instructions about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.12: Posterior Belief (3+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.13: Posterior Belief (5+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.14: Posterior Belief (7+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.15: Posterior Belief (poor-2) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.16: Posterior Belief (main self-evaluation) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions)
Study
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Figure F.4.17: Posterior Belief (top-half) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.18: Over/Underconfidence Belief Instructions about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Ques-
tions) Study

Figure F.4.19: Over/Underconfidence (3+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.20: Over/Underconfidence (5+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.21: Over/Underconfidence (7+) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.22: Over/Underconfidence (poor-2) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.23: Over/Underconfidence (main self-evaluation) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Ques-
tions) Study
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Figure F.4.24: Over/Underconfidence (top-half) about Female Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.25: Posterior (3+) about Male Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.26: Posterior (5+) about Male Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.27: Posterior (7+) about Male Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.28: Posterior (poor-2) about Male Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study

Figure F.4.29: Posterior (main self-evaluation) about Male Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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Figure F.4.30: Posterior (top-half) about Male Workers, Evaluator (Alternative Questions) Study
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F.5 Full Instructions for Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study

In the Evaluator (Additional Demographic) Study, after consenting to participate in the study, each partici-
pant is informed of the $1.50 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figures
F.5.1-F.5.3show the overview participants who are randomized to evaluate female workers are given and the cor-
responding comprehension questions they must answer correctly in order to proceed. Then, participants provide
their prior beliefs (see Figure F.5.4), posterior beliefs (Figure F.5.5) and their overconfidence and underconfidence
beliefs (see Figure F.5.6).

For participants who are randomized to be asked about male workers, participants are instead asked about
men, which results in “female” being replaced by “male” everywhere. In addition, they are provided with informa-
tion on male workers’ self-evaluations rather than female workers’ self-evaluations when they are asked to provide
their posterior beliefs (see Figure F.5.7 for related information and Figures F.5.8-F.5.10 for the belief questions).

Finally, all participants take a short survey of five randomized bonus questions, as shown in Figures F.2.11-
F.2.16, and a follow-up survey that collects additional control and demographic information.
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Figure F.5.1: Study Overview, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.2: Instructions About Female Workers, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.3: Instructions About Female Workers cont., Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.4: Prior Belief about Female Workers, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.5: Posterior Belief about Female Workers Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.6: Over/Underconfidence Beliefs about Female Workers, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.7: Instructions about Male Workers, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study

Figure F.5.8: Prior Belief about Male Workers, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.9: Posterior Belief about Male Workers, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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Figure F.5.10: Over/Underconfidence Beliefs about Male Workers, Evaluator (Additional Demographics) Study
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F.5.1 Instructions for Evaluator (Known Performance) Study

In the Evaluator (Additional Demographic) Study, after consenting to participate in the study, each participant
is informed of the $1.50 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figures
F.5.1-F.5.3 show the overview participants who are randomized to evaluate female workers are given and
the corresponding comprehension questions they must answer correctly in order to proceed. Then, participants
provide their prior beliefs (see Figure F.5.13), posterior beliefs (Figure F.5.14) and their overconfidence and
underconfidence beliefs (see Figure F.5.15).

For participants who are randomized to be asked about male workers, participants are instead asked about
men, which results in “female” being replaced by “male” everywhere. In addition, they are provided with informa-
tion on male workers’ self-evaluations rather than female workers’ self-evaluations when they are asked to provide
their posterior beliefs (see Figure F.5.16 for the posteiror belief question).

Finally, all participants take a short survey of five randomized bonus questions, as shown in Figures F.2.11-
F.2.16, and a follow-up survey that collects additional control and demographic information.

Figure F.5.11: Study Overview, Evaluator (Known Performance) Study
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Figure F.5.12: Instructions about Female Workers, Evaluator (Known Performance) Study
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Figure F.5.13: Prior Belief about Female Workers, Evaluator (Known Performance) Study

Figure F.5.14: Posterior Belief about Female Workers, Evaluator (Known Performance) Study
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Figure F.5.15: Over/Underconfidence Beliefs about Female Workers, Evaluator (Known Performance) Study
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Figure F.5.16: Posterior Belief about Male Workers, Evaluator (Known Performance) Study
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F.6 Full Instructions for Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study

In the Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study, all participants in this study are randomized to be asked
about male or female workers or "group-1" or "group-2" workers.

The Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study is similar to the Baseline treatment of the Evaluator Study
with the major difference being that, in the Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study, the participants are asked
about workers from the Worker (Undergraduate Students) Study from Section F.1.3 rather than other Prolific
workers. In addition, participants in this study—according to self-reported data collected via Prolific’s internal
screening questions—met the following two criteria: (1) they have experience in making hiring decisions (i.e. have
been responsible for hiring job candidates) and (2) they have experience in a management position.

The Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study, after consenting to participate in the study, each participant
is informed of the $2 study completion fee and of the opportunity to earn additional payment. Figures F.6.1
and F.6.2 show the overview participants who are randomized to evaluate female workers are given and the
corresponding comprehension questions they must answer correctly in order to proceed. Then, participants
provide their prior beliefs (see Figure F.6.3), are provided with information on female workers’ self-evaluations
and asked to provide their posterior beliefs (see Figure F.6.4), and are asked to provide their overconfidence and
underconfidence beliefs (see Figure F.6.5).

For participants who are randomized to be asked about group-2 workers, "female" is replaced by "group-2"
everywhere and worker gender is unknown to participants.

For participants who are randomized to be asked about male workers, participants are instead asked about
men, which results in “female” being replaced by “male” everywhere. In addition, they are provided with informa-
tion on male workers’ self-evaluations rather than female workers’ self-evaluations when they are asked to provide
their posterior beliefs (see Figure F.6.6).

For participants who are randomized to be asked about group-1 workers, "male" is replaced by "group-1"
everywhere and worker gender is unknown to participants.

Finally, all participants take a short survey of five randomized bonus questions, as previously shown in Figures
F.2.11-F.2.16, and a follow-up survey that collects additional control and demographic information.
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Figure F.6.1: Study Overview, Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study
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Figure F.6.2: Instructions about Female Workers, Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study
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Figure F.6.3: Prior Belief about Female Workers, Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study

Figure F.6.4: Posterior Belief about Female Workers, Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study
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Figure F.6.5: Over/Underconfidence Beliefs about Female Workers, Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study
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Figure F.6.6: Posterior Beliefs about Male Workers, Evaluator (Professional Evaluators) Study
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